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SUSAN'S ARTICLE 
As the crowd concentrates its attention on the defensive team's efforts to 
snag the disc, I often keep the camera lens trained on the other end of the 
court to capture the intensity that goes into the shot itself. Each 
player has a unique style of releasing his most powerful throw , and the 
camera freezes the action. As the experienced player knows all too well , 
the disc behaves differently depending on the type of shot and who is behind 
the release. These are some shots illustrating the diversity of the delivery 
in Guts frisbee. 

Susan Craig Brown 

Mighty joe Youngman's warping backhand. 
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Tad Turn er's deceptive (turnover) flipper. 

AI Bauman's powerful two-fin ger. 
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jeff Dean's deadly thumber. 

Dick Fisher's rarely-used overhand wrist-flip. 
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* THROWING STOCK * THROWING 

HDX 165g ..•. .... . . .. $6 . 50 
HDX SUPERPR0 ....••.• $5.50 
HIGH DENSITY 165g .. . $5 . 00 
I.F.A. 80 MOLD . . .. . . $8.00 
FASTBACK #6 MOLD .. . . $2.50 
GPA PROFESSIONAL .. . . $3.00 
DDC DISCS ...... . .. . . $3.00 
POCKET PRO 25g ...... $1.50 
SKY STYLERS . ....•... $5.00 
ASSORTED FLOATERS .• . $5 . 00 
SKY SURFERS . .. .. .•. . $4.00 
PYRA-DISCS • .•. .. . . . . $5.00 
C.P.r. ALL-STAR . .. •. $3 . 00 
FLAPJACKS .. .•. . ..•.. $2.50 
VOIT 9" DISC .. . . ..• . $4 . 00 
VOIT 9l:i" DISC .•..... $4.00 
VOIT TWO-PIECE DISC . $9 . 50 
SKY RIDERS (glow) . .. $4.00 
WHAM-o MINIS .•. . .... $1.00 
MINI-SKY RIDERS .. ... $1.00 
DISCRAFT MICROS ...• . $1.00 

DISC COVERING THE WORLD 
POST OFFICE BOX 125 

DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 
U.S.A. 95617. 

Write for our current cetelogll 

~ * THROWING STOCK * 
D. G.A . 70 MOLD • ..•. $8 . 00 
D. G.A. 40 MOLD . . . •. $8 . 00 
D.G.A. 41 MOLD . .•.. $8 . 00 
D.G.A. 42 MOLD ...• . $8.00 
D.G.A. 100 MOLD . ... $8 . 50 
D.G.A . 50 MOLD .•. . $8 . 50 
1981 SERIES DISCS 

119g ....•. . ..•.•. $3 . 00 
14lg .... .. ....•.. $4.00 
165g ... . •.. .. • .• . $5 . 00 

1982 NATIONAL SERIES 
Sacramento 165g • . $6.00 
Bull Run 165g .••. $6 . 00 
St. Louis 165g ... $6.00 

'79,'80 , '81 WFC DISCS 
119g .. . ...•.•..•. $5.00 
14lg.('80 133g) .. $5 . 50 
165g ... .. . .. ..•• • $6 . 00 

DAVIS FESTIVAL DISCS 
'81 100 MOLD .•.•. $4.00 
'82 165g ...•.•.•. $6.00 

········································································································ 
TO ORDER: List disc selection and quantities. 
Add $2.50 for shipping. Foreign orders, write 
for postal rates. Clearly print your name, 
address and zip code. Send check or M.O. to: 
DISC COVERING THE WORLD. Fast, reliable service. 
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DR. l's LETTER 
Dear GPA: 

I have had some opinions on the sport of Guts for a long time and I 
finally sat down long enough to put them down in a letter. The following 
are three topics which I feel require attention. 
First, I would like to thank the Copper County Guts Frisbee Association 
for recognizing and acting on one of the glaring faults in the rules of 
Guts. For thos·e who might not have seen the last newsletter , let me re
state the problem. A team which throws an "ace" (the disc not being 
touched by any member of the receiving team) instead of being r ewarded for 
such an outstanding effort, is actually punished, because the receiving 
team can then choose their best thrower to return the throw. Clear l y , 
this should not be the case. I see three possible ways of changing the 
rules to alleviate this problem: 
1. (As suggested by the C.C.G.F.A.) - The throwing team then 

has the right to designate the individual from the receiv
ing team who will return the throw. 

2. The throwing team is awarded two points. 
3. In addition to scoring one point for his team, the thrower 

gets another throw. 
I believe that each of these suggestions has merit and that one should be 
accepted as soon as possible. This error in the rules has gone on for too 
long. The ace, being the most difficult shot , is ah exciting part of the 
game and should be rewarded instead of being punished . 
My second thought in an experimental rule change which I call the "soak" 
rule. A soak, as we call it in California, is a catch made cleanly on the 
initial contact of the throw. Here we have something which is no t only hard 
to do, but an exciting part of the game. Therefore , I suggest the f ollowing 
rule to reward this play, "If a player on the receiving team makes a clean 
catch on the initial throw, the receiving team i s awarded one point " . 

Irv "Doctor I" Kalb 

The above article is a reprint from the August, 1981 issue of the 
GPA Newsletter . 

RULES, RULES, RULES 
At the 25th Annual IFT, the subject of rules was again a much discussed 
issue. The "new" ace rule (which allows the team scoring an ace to name 
the return thrower) was used. And, although this rule has been used in 
other tournaments, it is not yet proven to be an improvement beyond its 
novelty. 
All sports have rules., but Guts has fewer than most. In contrast to 
basketball with the ten second rule, shot clock and endless fouls , Guts 
is simple. The results are the same in comparison to most other popular 
sports. But Guts is similar to other sports in that with time it tends 
to become more complex and to introduce rules changes in response. In 
the case of the ace rule, however, the change is not a necessary adapta
tion as was the introduction of passive observers. The ace rule simply 
alters the basic nature of the play. 
The reasons given for this alteration include the assumption that the ace 
shot is superior to any other and, thus, deserves a special reward. 
But what of a shot that strikes the catcher on the nose? Is that not 
the ultimate in "beating the defense"????? 
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RULES, RULES, RULES, - Con't. 
Another argument of the ace rule is that it prevents a player from bailing 
out to permit an ace for the purpose of allowing another better thrower 
to r eturn the "free shot". Perhaps , but a weak player can still avoid . 
contact with the disc or argue that another player touched it first. And 
even if it helps some here , there are still arguments about whether or not 
the disc was touched as well as further delays while the return thrower 
is named . 
Most important about this rule experiment is t hat there are equally valid 
arguments for other experiments . If we tried each of them just to change 
the game , it would no longer be Guts. The letter from Irv "Dr. I" Kalb -
the "soak" rule is suggested - as an example. 
Again the change is clear , but where is the improvement?? The assumption 
that good defense should score directly is rare in other sports. Neither 
the goalie in hockey who "soaks" a shot or the outfielder who crashes the 
wall to catch one is awarded a point. These dramatic defensive efforts 
have their own value , particularly psychological . They are too obvious 
to mention and certainly sufficient to motivate great catching. Just watch 
any world class match and the catching is sure to be astounding. 
These comments do not cover all the possible changes Guts players and fans 
could devise. There are those who would change the length of the court or 
the shape of the disc. In one match at the 1982 IFT , a novice player 
questioned the vertical rule. He thought an upside down horizontal shot 
would be legal. After all , he claimed, the rule says it just can't be 
vertical. Having seen the standard flipper shot , he reasoned that if the 
disc could be thrown upside down , it could arrive upside down. Why not?? 

Jim Hudson 

WOMEN'S GUTS 
As you are probably all aware 
has our women ' s Guts writer. 
duty to me. 

by now , Nancy "B" Demers has moved , hence so 
Our illustrious GPA staff has now assigned this 

Unfortunately , I was unaware of this assignment during our previous tour
naments , and I did not take any notes to aid me in writing about them. 
One thing I have noted, and believe is worth mentioning, is that Women's 
Guts teams this year have been more dynamic than ever. I am sure all of 
you have noticed we get a greater number of spectators at our matches than 
ever before , which in itself says something about our caliber of playing. 
We have only one big problem-- not enough women players. Here's where 
I am going to turn to you "women guts players" for help. 
I am sure each and everyone of you has ideas or opinions as to why there 
are so few and how we can improve upon that. Let's put all those ideas 
and opinions together and see what we can come up with. 
With your help , I would l ike to start a regular article in the Newsletter 
entitled "Women's Sound Off" . In the article, I would like to print ideas/ 
opinions submitted by you (unsigned if you wish). Maybe by doing this we 
can find out exactly what the women like or dislike, and work with it . Let's 
ge t things in the open, not just mumble and complain to one another about 
what should or shouldn't be done. Seeing things in print often generates 
responses or reactions from others, and before you know it, we will all be 
involved not just one or two. 

With all of us working together, how can we help but improve? 
LADIES-- SOUND OFF!!!! 

Melody Visingardi 
Secretary and Women's Guts Coordinator 

,, 
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TOURNEY BOX SCORES 

Mid-Winter Guts Classic 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

MEN'S 

Queen City Flyers 
Beer City Express 
Mill City Flyers 
Info. not available 

WOMEN ' S 

No Women Competed. 

Central Michigan First Annual Frisbee Tournament 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Cupola Bandits 
Hartland Heartbreakers 
Snow Blind 
Helter Skelter 

1. 
2. 

Detroit Dolls 
Strohling Rocks 

The 1981 World Champion Cupola Bandits win in Mt. Pleasant. 

A fast rising young Hartland team scrambles. 
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TOURNEY BOX SCORES - Con't. 

First Annual Bratwurst City Frisbee Festival 

1. Info. not available 

Rochester Regional 

1. 

3. 
4. 

Helter Skelter and 
Queen City Flyers (tie) 
Snow Blind 
Mercy Killers 

Philadelphia Octad 

1. 
2. 

Jerimiah Tavern 
Something Quick 

Windy City Guts and Folf Festival 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Beer City Express 
Helter Skelter OETS 
Euthetics 
Fly coons 

Beer City Express Guts Tournament 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Beer City Expres s 
Queen City Flyers 
Copper Country Rejects 
Long Root Heads 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

Info. not available 

Strohling Rocks 

Info. not available 

Info. not available 

Info. not available 

Internat i onal Frisbee Tournament - 25th Annual 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Foothill 
Queen City Flyers 
Motor City 
Beer City Express· 

1. 
2. 

Mad Hatters 
Strohling Rocks 

Guts Players Association United St ates Championships 

1. 
2. 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Cupola Bandits 
Hartland Heartbreakers 
Motor City 
Consumer Advocate Guts 
Helter Skelter 
Queen City Flyer s 

Toronto Regional 

1. Info. not available 

Wisconsin State Championships 

1. Info. not available 
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1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 

1. 

Mad Hatters 
People's Choice II 
Strohling Rocks 

Info . not available 

Info. not avai l able 

GPA STAFF CHANGE 
Dave and Nancy "B" Demers, like so many in these difficult ·economic times , have 
have moved from Michigan to Texas. Their friends and fellow disc fans wish 
them the very best luck and success. We will miss them in so many ways 
that we haven't space even to list. Both Dave and Nancy enjoy success as 
players and GPA organizers. But as a team , they were unbeatable. The GPA 
and Newsletter exist in large part because of the unselfish efforts of these 
two. 
We would like to give Nancy a special thank you; for we all know , especially 
the women, that for one person, she did one fantastic job. Nancy , Thank 
You!! ---

Na.Ky '8' Demers shows top form. 

Dave Dem ers puts the squeeze on. 
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UP GUTS 

Once again in 1982, the Upper Peninsula played host to some excellent 
Guts competition. This year's IFT at Hancock, Michigan was the Silver 
Anniversary of this most prestigious of all Guts tournaments. Beginning 
with the Hall of Fame dinner Friday and continuing through Sunday's finals, 
the fun was nonstop. Old timers and guts pioneers were there in numbers. 
Paul "Sky King" Richardson, Fred Morrison , Goldie Norton, John Davis and 
many other celebreties j oined the fun. 
The competition went smoothly thanks t o the work of Joe Evans and friends. 
When the dust had settled Sunday, California's five Foothill team (see 
front cover and tournament r eport) had captured first prize. The GPA 
wishes to congradulate all those who competed and thank all those who 
worked on this very successful event. 

MARQUETTE HELD AT CLIFF'S RIDGE AGAIN 

The second big event of the U.P. Guts year was the United States Nationals 
held again this year at Cliff's Ridge Ski Lodge. No other present tourna
ment site has more fond memories for Guts players and fans than Cliff's 
Ridge , so it was a special pleasure to see the tournament back there after 
a year's absence. The homecoming was made perfect by ideal U.P. weather 
both Saturday and Sunday. We tip our hats to tournament victors - The 
Cupola Bandits. And a special thanks to Buck Buchanan, Doug Weeson and 
all those who helped produce this fine weekend in Marquette. 

IRON MOUNTAIN GUTS 

The last weekend in July saw the birth of a new Guts tournament hosted by 
the Guts Mountain Frisbee Team . The first annual all U.P. Guts International 
at Lake Antoine Park in I r on Mountain offered a top prize of three cases 
of Stroh's Beer. The tournament format included strict enforcement of 
Addendum 69B. According to Craig "Hulk" Frendewey and Jim "Luther" 
Hewett , everyone had a great time , although few could remember. In any 
case, our congradulations to the sponsors and survivors of this new U.P. 
Guts event. 

PAPER GUTS??? 

Perhaps the Ultimate madness of the Guts tour happens each year at Willie 
Leffel's paper plate tournament on the Monday following Marquette. Again, 
for the second year , players and fans able to make the Monday event were 
treated to a party and tournament which bordered on chaos. Three player 
teams attempted to throw paper plates at each other from fifteen feet in 
a simulation of Guts frisbee play. The results are quite unpredictable but 
usually very funny. Considering the condition of most of the players, it's 
fortunate the discs are paper plates. 

WELCOME BACK WILLIE!!!!! 

Speaking of paper plate Guts , we would like to welcome back Willie Leffel, 
originator of paper guts and long time GPA supporter. Anyone connected 
with Guts knows Willie Leffel as a player and promoter of Guts, but some 
may not know of Willie's recent illness. After two months of recovery 
following a hear ailment, Willie is once again seen and heard around Guts 
events. We are glad to have you with us and healthy, Willie. Welcome back!! 
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Limited Edition 1980 

Julius T. Nachazel I.F.T. Guts Cup Disc 

A unique collectors disc produced as a commemorative of the International 
Frisbee Tournaments' coveted Nachazel Cup, and the man who made it, Julius T. 
Nachazel. This disc was designed and produced by J.T.N.'s grandsons, Rich and 
Mike Kimble of Condor Comics Studios, Madison and Eau Claire, WI. They 
presented the Number One disc to the I.F.T. Hall of Fame in Houghton, Mich. at 
the 1980 I.F.T. 

•Numbered Limited Edition of 500 dated 1980. 
•Pro-Model. Mold 15. orange 110 gm. Frisbee-disc . 
•Each issued with a card describing the Cup, J .T.N. and the disc . 
•Excellent for wa ll display , gifts. trading, collectors . 
•$7.00 ($6 .00 plus $1.00 postage). 
•This disc wi ll not be reprinted' 

Condor Comics Studio 
1521 Whipple St. Eau Claire, WI 54701 

Julius T . Nachazel is a registered trademark of Condor Comics Studios . Copyright 1979. 
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PHOTO CAPTION CONTEST 

1982 PHOTO CONTEST. SEND YOUR BEST CAPTION TO CPA. WIN 20 DISCS !!!!!!! 

THE ABOVE PHOTO NEEDS A CAPTION!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Send your entry to the GPA Headq ua rt e r s . The judges ar e the GPA Staff 
(Staff disqualified from ent ering). If you win, you will r eceive 20 
CPA 1982 discs FREE!!!! Send your e ntries~, we lvill print the 
winning resul t s i n the upcoming i ssue of the GPA News l e tt er. 
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MEMBERSHIP DRIVE 
In our March , 1981 issue (Volume 4 No. 2), the CPA Staff announced an 
important change in our membership cost for the coming seasons. After 
much discu~sion and debate, the GPA Staff has decided to raise the member
ship to $5.00 per person per year. Our expenses have increased greatly 
since we began activities in 1978 . These costs include publication of 
the GPA Newsletters, contributions of money and discs to Regional Tourna
ments, the expense of selling and distributing GPA discs and , of course , 
the prize money and promotion of the GPA World Championships. 

Our financial security depends on players support. Since the 1981 GPA 
World Championships, it is now mandatory to be a GPA member to play at the 
World Championships. So send your $5.00 today to GPA. The GPA i s the 
best recreational bargin in America. 

MEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIPME!1BERSHIPMEMBERSHIP 

NAME ______________________________________ __ 

ADDRESS --------------------------------------

CITY AND STATE ------------------------ ZIP CODE---------

PHONE _,( __ ___/. ______________ _ 

MEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIP 

DISC SALES 
The GPA still has a large inventory of 1982 discs still available . . . . 
Nowhere else can you find the GPA pro model disc . . . WITH A CUPOLA . • 
ORDER TODAY! ! ! ! 

1 
20 

100 

19 
99 
or in case lots 

$3.00 EACH 
$2.50 EACH 
$2.00 EACH 

LAST NEWSLETTER CORRECTIONS 
Concerning the 1981 \vorld Championship article written in Volume 5 , 
No. 1 Newsletter The Detroit Dolls were stated as being undefeated 
going into the finals which is printed incorrectly. The Detroit Dolls 
were put into the loser's bracket by the second place team the Fourtitude , 
thus, the Detroit Dolls came up through the loser's bracket to win the 
1981 World Championships. The Fourtitude team was undefeated going into 
the finals not the Detroit Dolls. 
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